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Dean Sandalow Resigns
Snndalow explained that he had grown

By Steve Hunter

nine

for

Snndalow announced his r e signation

from that post last

as part of his reasons for wanting to step

continue to serve as Dean through June 30,

down.

1987. At that time, Sandalow said, "I have
every expectation that the Regents will

Sandalow

with the recent events within the law
school.
However, there had been

made the announcement during a short

address given in an executive session of

speculation amongst some o f the faculty

the first faculty meeting of the year.

Terrance Sandalow

denied rumors that his

decision to step down had anytlring to do

Sandalow

have appointed a new Dean."

plan

research and writing, as well as teaching

He will

Friday.

other

things I want to do" he said.
Sandalow cited an inability to pursue his

Terrance

years,

caused by
procedure.

interests. "''ve just decided that there are

After serving as Dean of the law
school

tired of the job and wished to pursue other

and students of the law school that the

In an interview after the meeting,

tenure

Rosenzweig

the

"As I told the faculty, my original
was

to

make

this

p1·ecisely

announcement one year ago'', Sandalow
"Some personal consid 
explained.
it
made
erations
which
arose

inconvenient for me to follow through on
that plan."
According to Professor Jerry Israel,

the last Dean of the law school, Professor

Theodore St. Antoine, also decided not to
In
fulfill two full terms as Dean.

see SUCCESSORPn&e eleven

Dean would step down due to the bitterness

Women and children first
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Tenure Denial Upsets LawR
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By Stevellunter

"What

really

happened

in

Dean's Role Ques t joned
"

the

Rosenzweig tenure denial?"
That is the qnestion that has bothered
most law students since they learned of
the denial lust spring. At that time,
Michael G. Rosenzweig, an associate
professor t,f corporate finance law, was

terrible decision and in my view it was a

computing center i n the unused space on
sub-one.

John Reed echoed Kahn sentiments. "I
think it was a mistake f o r the

The second theory is that the quality
and amount of Rosenzweig's research

Prof"ssor

great loss to the law school."

administration to reject (the Rosenz weig
tenure recomme ndation) ." Both the
origina l recommendation and the

rejected for tenure by U-M President
Harold T. Shapiro and Vice-president
Billy E. Frye over the recommendation
of more than two-thirds of the law school

resubmission

The faculty felt so strongly about
t h e i r recomml'ndation that after

recommen dation of the faculty was
denied, K ahn stated, "We don't know,
they haven't told us. They should have
come over and spoken to the whole

faculty.

learning of the rejection

they voted to

resubmit il by a vote of25 to 4 and formed
a committ-e<> which wrote a report and
sent indh,idual letters to Shapiro and

Frye. The lettf'rs and the report outlined
reasons why the central administration
should
rec:on::.i der
decision .
its
However, the central administrntion

refused to reconsider its decisiOn.

This

is belit>wd to be the first rejection of a
faculty recommendation for tenure in
the schools history.
Many

mPmb<-rs of

the faculty have

voiced thetr oppn::.ilion t.0 the decision and
their support for Rosenzweig. According
to Prof(>ssor Doug Kahn, "''m very

disappointed.

In

my view it was a

Prof. Sax
Will Boalt
to Berkeley

appear

to

have

been

rejected without any reasons having
been stilted. When asked why the tenure

was considered insufficient by Shapiro
and Frye.
Another possibility is that Dean

did not give
Terrance Sandalow
Rosenzweig's tenure recommendation
his

support.

Though

the

tenure

pr oceedings are confidenti al, it is
opposed
Sandalow
that
known

ln addition, as Dean,
tbe beginning.
Sandalow prepares and delivers the

recommendation l.o the centra\ adm\nistration

and any

opposition by him

would carry some weight.
An article in the National

Jour=l, also from last June,

Law

reported

that it is the belief of some faculty that
"Sandalow not only was less than
diligent in presenting the faculty's case
for tenure to the administration, but in

fact advocated the rejection in private
meeting!l with Mr. Fl·ye."

:...:
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faculty", but added, "I don't want to

overplay the fact that we weren't given
specific reasons. The faculty is not in
the dark about this."
to

According

an

article

which

appeared in the Ann Arbor News last
June, there are three theories as to why
Rosenzweig's tenure recommendation
was rejected.

The first is that Shapiro

has developed a "highly centralized

nwnngement style, and individual units

are losing some of their independence."
This centralized management style was

exhibited

when

misgivings,

decided

administration,

the

despite

to

central

law

school

install

a

Though they're probably talking about classes, many Jaw students turned out for the

first lSSS party ofthe year.

the University of Michigan Law School

about environmental law, t h e most
recent of whi<'h is Mountains Without
Handrails, a book tha.t addresses issues

he is leaving the University of "-lichigan

since 1966. Sax was the youngest faculty
member ever to receive the utle of

and public lands.

Lnw School , confirming the rumors that

distinguished professor of law. Prior to

By Jim. Komie
In a letter to the Res Gestae, Professor

Joseph L. Sax officjally announced that

had been circulating since the beginning
of the term. Sax has accepted a position at
the

Boalt Hall Law School at the

University of California at Berkeley,

where he spent the 1985-86 term. He \viii

join the fnculty at Berkeley beginning
Januruy 1,1987.

Sax, Phillip A. Hart Distinguished
University Professor of Law, has been at

coming here, Sax practiced law in
Washington, D.C. and taught nt the
University of Colorado.
Best known for his work in envi

ronmental law, Sax is widely recognized
as the nation's preeminent scholar in
that area. He has written mnny books

involving our national parks system

Sax received The

University o f r.tichigan Press Biennial
Award for Mountains Without
lla11drails. Sax is also the author of the

Book

Michignn

Environmental

Protection

Act, which has been adopted by a numb. r
of other states.
There seems to be n o animosity
see

sruDENI'S page nine
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Sax Thanks Students

EdiiOf·lfl·(htc/ tt•t llunltr
\1un�t�tm� fllllor Jim t(omk
Optntt)n Rrid Rottn
Tt'rllllrn Jobn "tttdi&Adt
Uontl (,tan()
.. RaM
1 0,. 1, Th
Busmns MILt ''"do•

To the Res�

Please publish this letter which I would like to address

Stoff: Laurn Dmdshaw, Mickey Br'UlD.l'n,

Andy Goldbcr:. JoelTie� Soo
tt

Linda Kim. Oa"id Purcell

to all the students at the law school. It. is true, as some of
you have heard already, that I will be lea\ing Ann

Kalt,

lllc R.. ow.. " rubll\1\cd <>«Y Wwn<l<lay aurona tn< rqut.ar

Arbor at the end of this calendar year. The decision has
generated a gTeat mixt.ure of feelings for m e and my

"-tlO _

ns ••P<cucd

11udtn11 at tht \lnhmlt) or Ml<hll•• fa,. <;.;hool Opinio

m

yar oy
bylin<d

a.rtkln ttt lhN uf thelr aulhOf•.and do 1101 ntta\ltlly rtprt:lffll t.htopinton ofaht
Nuortal ttaU ArUdc1 m1y bf ICprhuN b� pcrmi\-'ion provided the authorand dm
ncw1papcr orc<rtlllttilln<l notified. Mllhna oddr.u· 401 Hurchoru Hall. Uru•·mny
of �hchiJ•n L•"' Sciii)OI. Ann Arbor, Ml

41109-lliJ. Phone: ()IJ)76l.OJH.

wife, Elli. We are leaving for personal, family
reasons, and for those same reasons we are looking
forward to living in the Snn Francisco Bay area. We
also feel a deep sense of loss nt leaving the place that has
been our professional and family home for twenty-one
years.
This is the only way I have to say gooodbye to all the
students I have taught in my years here, most of whom
of course

He Deserved Better
We at the RG would like to add our names to all to
those in the law school community who think the denial
of tenure for Professor Michael Rosenzweig was a
tettible decision. He deserved better.
We have doubts about whether or not President
Shapiro and Vioe·prcsident for Academic Affairs Frye
had the expertise to review a tenure decision by the law
school faculty. These doubts were confirmed by their
refusal to reconsider the recommendation when it was
resubmitted by the faculty and their inability or
unwillingness to articulate any reasons for their
actions.
Unfortunately, at this point the decision seems
irrevocable. This is a shame, not only hecause the law
school loses n quality faculty member and a good
person. but also because great harm has been done to the
law school.
The reputation of the law school has suffered. The
National Law Journal did an article on the Rosenzweig
tenure denial. The headline declared, "Popular
Professor's Tenure Denial Leads to Bitterness at U. of
Mich.". This is not the kind of thing that encourages
talented people to become junior faculty at Michigan.
Nor is the headline misleading. There have been
bitter feelings over the tenure battle. That bitterness
may not have been the only reason people such as
Frank Allen and Joe Sax have decided to leave the law
school. but it didn't help. In addition. while the Dean
Sandalow &totes that his a'Csignation was not caused by
the recent events at the law school, the tenure battle
made his position as Dean far less attractive to himself

naturally,

are

no

longer i n

Ann

Arbor. I have,

Dear Dean Sandalow:

This Jetter is to inform you of an incidentof
misrepresentation to the law school community
perpetrated by the Michigan Federalist Society. The
incident involved a recent speech given by The
Honorable Antonin Scalia of the D.C. Circuit that was
sponsored by the Federalist Society.

The Federalsit

Society publicized the topic of the speech

as

'"Activist

Judges:Who Voted Them In?" Jn the course of the
speech, Judge Scalia ndmitted that he neither
intended to address this topic nor was informed of it
by the Federalist Society. Judge Scalia addressed the
use of legislntive h1story and the courts'

role in

interpreting the int.ent of lcgislntion. I hove reason
believe thnt

to

the Fed('rnlist Society knew of the

intended topic of Judge Scnlio's speech far in advance
and that they intentionnlly substituted their own topic,

By l.yn Smllb.Cnpehnrt

For the
the

first.

time Jn memory, the law faculty at

Un1vers1t.y

recommendation

of

Michigan

rejected

on

nad
April

a

1

tenure
by

the

University's central adm1nistrat1on, headed by
President Harold Shapiro.
Michael G. Rosenzweig, Associate Professor of
Law, was dented tenure without. ex;>lanaJon del:>plte
remarkable efforts by his colleagues who argued
strongly and repeatedly for acceptance and in the face

junior faculty. That message is, "write, write, write,
and to hell with your classes." The law school faculty
has too many with this attitude as i t is. Teaching is

the most

gifted young professors on staff.

�o one

Tho Michigan low fncully is one of the most
esteemed and highly re�;pectcd in the nation, and it is
this fact that gives Michigan the ability to attract the
talented professionals who are necessary if the school
is to retain its high ranking; the law school is alwnys
listed among the top five or six schools.
This reputation is not newly gained.

Almost

We cannot allow things to get worse or our
reputation as one of the best law schools in the country

since its inception, the law school has enjoyed this

will surely erode. The Jaw school needs to unite, and
make sure that the central administration realizes how
they damaged the law school's ability to recruit

that the faculty have been applying the coned

talented junior faculty.

If the Jaw school does not assert its primacy in

tenure matters, aU of the bright young professors will
go to law schools where all one needs to achieve tenure
is the respect and support of)'OW' peers on the faculty.

so Roeenzweig had that. It should have been
Profesr

enough.

encouroge

the

establishm('nt

here

of

the

only

env1ronmeMal low chntc linked to a major l a w
school. They hove, one nn"r nnother, moved o n to key
positions 1n practice, nt pnvnte organizations and in ·
public agencies. Tht•y hnve upheld the standing and

standards of th(' Law SeiHKII. Th"Y have been a source

of pride for me, and modt.> me feel I have achieved
something wm·thwhll('. To oil of them, and to you who
follow Uwm, my wnnnest thnnks.
JosephLSax

realizing that 1t wns n he, b<·cause they believed Judge
Scalia's c:ho�n topic was too "boring."
I fl'el thnt this 1nc1dcnt was a reprehensible
misrepretwnt.ntion and mndt· fools of the law school,
the studt>nt. body nnd llll' d�:>�inguished speaker. If we
allow this chican('ry to pass Without discipiinary
action, tht•n the lnw schoul'l> ability to attract quality
speakers w1ll be !K'rinusly harmed. I hope that �ou
will cons1d('r invest1gnting this incident and taking
approprint.l' action.

Hownrd n. hVJ"GY

Clnssof1086

Editor'11 noic: Tlus /et/1•r was received over the

summer,

prior to the {amou11 eu1mts surrounding

Scalia.

Sandalow Betrays Faculty?

knows of any other top ten low school that has ever had
a faculty recommendation for tenure dPnied.

Hall.

an) Law School. They ptoneered a JOint program i n
law and natural resources. They pressed m e t o

Grad Blasts Federalist Society

of hia repu tation among students and faculty as one of

happened to Professor Rosenzweig.
As it is, the Law school has to plug the many gaps by
parading an endless flow of visitors through Hutchins

law They made life very pleasant. for me. Students
here orgnmzed tho first En\ironmenta1 Law Society a t

known best those students who were

and others.
The tenure denial also sends a message to the

important. Let's hope no one forgets that, despite what

Interested 1n envuonm<>ntnl and natural resources

high regard nnd such a record is compelling e\idcnce
standnrd!J for Lenur(' sc.'lections. Therefore, it seems
that this dec1sion is an attempt to fix something which
was not broken.
It. is believed thut tenure was denied because the
dean of the low school, Terrance Sandalow, thought
Rosenzweig hod not published enough. Members of
the foculty, all of whom vote on tenure, took p�blished
works into consideration, but. th('y balanced th1s factor
with t.eoching nnd service. Each tenure candidate
must obt.nln excellcncc.' in at least one of the areas.

Opin ons may vnry nb•Jut Rosenzwt-ig's research
and ''Titing but almost no one wo�ld deny that his
arNI of exc<>llence is IA'•••hmg. Faculcy and students
alike lovi<>h

praise

on his teachirg capabilities and

cite h1m as being o<Jtsumding from the first time be
stood lx-hind 11 podium.
closed to students with

1� IS said tbt his door is never
'' 'lllrn

he spends extra hours

ou:.side the clnssroont, ath1s;n!; them and assisting
tht>m in thPtr rcsparch. !\loreover, he volunteers
frequently to serve on administrative committees
nnd is very outspoken 10 deft.>nding his beliefs even if
it means gomg against thl· lt>adership.
It IS questionable "ht>ther non-lawyers have

adequate e>.pertise to second guess the careful
investigations of such a fine faculty.

Many faculty

believe that the same standard of review
by the appenls courts bhould be used by
administratiOn.

That is,

as

that used

the central

not to overrule a judge's

decision unless then.' hns b('en egregious en-or or a n
abuse o f discretion, or n jury's decision unless there
is insuiTicient evidence to support the findings. This
model is advocated bccaust' the further removed actors
are form the actual investigative process, the less able
they

are

to make a

fair and reasoned judgement of the

facts.

Unliko other units Jn the University, the law
school does not relegate tenure selection to

an

executive committee \\hich makes all decisions

on

behalf of the entire facult): instead the entire law
faculty participates and voles.
In

late

November,

three

committees

were

convened at the low school to begin the painstaking
procc.'ss of determining the fitness for tenure of three
associate

professors:

Alexander

sco ROSENZWEIG

AleinikoiT,

pai!e three

a
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Rosenzweig Departure Leaves Gap in Faculty
from page one

Sandalow hns only one vote like all other tenured

specialist in immigration law; Carl Schneider, a
specialist in family law, and Rosenzweig, and expert

professors. Once the decision for tenure has been
made, even over the opposition of the dean, most

in corporate Jaw.

faculty believe that the dean's duty is to put aside his

For the next three months a committee member

personal

spent one week in each tenure candidate's classes,
hired

outside

consultants

who

were

published articles and case books, and reviewed
The commHtees then reported to the whole fnculty on
candidate's fitness for tenure.

On March 8, the faculty voted by more than the
requisite two-thirds majority to recommend all three

m e n for tenure, but central administration later
Within 48

rejected Rosenzweig without comment.

hours, the faculty had reconvened and voted 25-4 to
resubmit Rosenzweig's recommendation, to appoint a
five-member

delegation

to

argue

the

faculty's

viewpoint face-to-face with the U of M President and
vice-president and to submit a written report with
letters from individual professors urging acceptnnce.
Rosenzweig's tenure was denied again with the only
explanation that lhe "case had not been made."
The

failu rc to give speci fie rensons for this

unprecedented action and Sandalow's well-known
opposition to Rosenzweig's tenure

have cnused

rampant speculntion at the law school, much of which
centers on the dean's role in the tenure process.
R e p o r te d l y ,

since

Sandalow

began

his

administration i n 1978, h e has tried to make writing
a n d resenrch thc dominant consideration for tenure
and to give less weight to teaching and service.
The Rosenzweig incident raises the question:
what is the role nnd an administrator,
he

personally

disagrees

with

u

dcnn, when
a

fncu lly

recommendation for tenure? On the ono hnnd, he has
a personal duty to himself to do what he thinks best for

advocate

the

faculty's

would violate the one-person, one-vote rule that the
faculty adheres to. Many faculty believe that if the

specialists in the candidate's fields to criticize
candidate's teaching plans and research agenda.

and

recommendation. Otherwise, the dean's vote would
carry more weight than that of hjs colleagues and

conducted extens1ve interviews with candidate's
students,

views

dean fails lhis responsibility he will taint the entire
selection process.
The facully felt

so

strongly about the dean's duty

in this instance that they induced Sandalow to pledge
not to speak to the University President or Vice·
president about the tenure committees present. It has
been suggested that Sandalow breached this pledge,
however innocently, and let his personal opposition
cloud his obligations to the faculty.
The dean's opposition to Rosenzweig's tenure
was so well known by the faculty that he felt it
necessnry to circulate a memorandum after the first
vote, assuring the faculty that he would represent
them and their views with ··appropriate conviction."
Opposition was also evident a year earlier when the
dean tried unsuccessfully to convince the faculty to
otTer Rosenzweig a one year extension instead of the
usual two years.
Many

faculty

are

concerned

about

the

demoralizing message this action sends to untenured
colleagues and to those practitioners who may be
considering tcaching law at Michigan.

For the

tenured members, it presents philosophical questions
on the long-term damage to the school's reputation, but
for junior members, who have not yet secured the
luxury of tenure, the decision poses a more practical
problem: whether to stay at Michigan if they can no
longer

rely on

being

judged

by the law school

community.

There is also the question of his

Morale among the junior members is very low,
·
and they are disenchanted by the decision. They feel

responsibilities to a central administration that hired

the decision creates anxiety and an "every man for

him.

hlmself' situation, that it says teaching counts not at

the school, but he also has a duty to represent the view
of llis faculty.

I t would seem difficult for any dean to escape a
conflict

of

interests

in

these

circumstances.

However, in cases where a dean finds himself at odds
with the faculty over tenure, he could excuse himself
and let another argue the faculty's position.

all, that they should ignore their students and not
spend time on committees, just write, write, write.

teaching friends to come to Michjgon.
Law students have been unequivocal in their
response to Rosenzweig's denial of tenure. They are
solidly behind him as evidenced in the unanimous
resolution passed by the Law School Student Senate
urging Shapiro to rectify the "grave injustice" done to
the professor. A letter from student leaders called
Rosenzweig a "teacher in the truest sense, for he both
challenges and guides his students" and noted the
common fear that this unprecedented decision will
"disable

Michigan

from

attracting

qualified

scholars and teachers in the future."
The letter was signed by outgoing and current
editors- in- chief of the Law Review and the Michigan
Journal of Law Reform, outgoing and current student
body presidents end outgoing presidents of the Black
Law Student's Alliance, among others.
During the graduation ceremony of th& class of

1986, Rosenzweig
his students.

received a standing ovation from

Afterward, outgoing student body

President, Russell Smith, summed up the feelings of
many students: "What struck me was that the
decision had nothing to do with Rosenzweig the
teacher but was due to political infighting between
faculty and the Dean.

This is the way the Dean

asserted his political position over the faculty".
Other students referred to a genernl erosion of
confidence in the Dean over the past two years,
beginning with his requesting

n

lie detector test for

James Picozzi, a law student suspected of setting fire
to his room, an unseemly request fTom someone who
specialized in Constitutional Law before becoming
Dean.

Also mentioned was the Dean's unsuccessful

attempts to eliminate the summer program, an
important part of the law curriculum.
The

faculty gives

high praise Lo President

Shapiro and believes that

he acted in good faith to

serve what he saw as the best interests of the law school
and the University. They feel, however, that he was
not properly informed of the merits of the case or the
great respect and high regard the faculty feels for
Rosenzweig.

Lyn Smith· Capehart completed her Jaw studies

They speculate on whether they would have come to

at the Uniuersity of Michigan this spring.

Michigan if this decision had been reached earlier, or

majority

if they can, now in good conscience advise their other

News over the

Dykema, Gossett , Spencer, Goodnow &
Trigg
Of Detroit, Michigan
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

of

this piece

The

appeared in the Ann Arbor

S!Lmmer.

Baird, Holm, McEachen,

Pedersen, Ham ann, &Strasheim
of Omaha, Nebraska

October 1st and 2nd

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on
Wednesday, October 1

and will be hosting a cocktail party in the Lawyer's Club
Lounge on Monday, September 29 at 4:30p.m. All law
students, whether or not formally interviewing with us, are
invited to attend.

Our firm presently consists of 47 attorneys, including 7
graduates of the University of Michigan Law School. We offer
qualified applicants the opportunity for a highly sophisticated
and rewarding practice in the heart of the Midwest.

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12.

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12.
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Vining Kicks Illness that Cancelled E. 0. Exam
'By Jim Komie
For some students, the cancellation
last semester of Professor Vining's
Enterprise Organization examination
was like a last-minute pardon from the
governor. Those students who had their
outlines ready were not quite so amused.

Res Gestae
Goes
Computer

Organization. To make things worse,
Vining was ill enough to make it
impossible for him to write the missing
exam.
The only option left to the law school
was
to
cancel
the
Enterprise
Organization examination, and give
every student in that class a mandatory
pass. Because it was written before
Vining became ill, the Corporate
Criminality examination went on as
scheduled. Professor Vining was able to
grade these examinations late in the
sum mel>:
These days, Professor Vining is
slowly getting back into the swing of
things. Because he is still convalescing,
Vining had to cancel the Administrative

No one, however, was pleased at the
sudden illness that overtook Professor
Vining and made the cancellation
necessary.
Professor Vining's ordeal began
with a leap off of a podium stage in
Hutchins Hall. The leap aggravated a
staph infection that had been lurking in
Vining's knee. The flare-up demanded
immediate surgery, followed by six
weeks
of
hospitalization
and
intravenous antibiotics.
Coming only a week or so before
classes ended, his illness took Vining by
surprise -- he had written the final
examination for his Corporate Crim
inality class, but not for Enterprise

gy

Law class and the Theolo
and Law
seminar he had planned to teach this
semester.
Vining says that he feels "like a
man who has spent six weeks in the
hospital," but encourages students to stop
by at his office, where he is gradually
spending more time. Vining emphasizes
that though he feels well, he doesn't want
people asking him "why he isn't going
on biking trips with them." As for last
semester, he admits that it would have
been "impossible" to have written a n
examination while i n the hospital.
Professor Vining also said he was
grateful for all the letters and cards that
students

sent

him

while

recovering.

By SteveHunter
Today marks the Res Gestae's jump
into the computer age. All stories in this
issue have been typed onto a computer
disc and typeset via a computer at the
Michigan Daily.

The big change to anyone who wishes
to write for the RG is that all stories must
now be on a dlsc or they will not be type
set. The RG has acquired a set of discs
programmed with the necessary software
to enable stories to be set up in tenus of
picas and fonts. These discs will be
available to anyone wishing to contribute
to the RG. In an effort to continue to
encournge letters to the RG , the editors
will continue to accept type written
letters,
though we would appreciate
anyone who is able to type their letter on a
Macintosh disc.
Hopefully, this new technology will
improve t h e efficiency of the RG.
Currently , the RG editors are talkjng
with the Michigan Daily computer
person, Tom Miller, about a spelling
program which will correct all the typos,
which have plagued us in the past. Of
course there may be bugs.
Such a
program could take Res and make it
Race-one never knows. But hopefully
things will go smoothly.
If you are a computerphobe, don't
worry. Very few of us know what were
doing either. We do have some qualified
people to teach us, however. And
according to Miller, "It's really pretty
simple. All they really have to do is put
the disc in the computer, click twice on
(the word icon) and start typing."
Because the RG doesn't have the funds
to buy a computer at this point in time,
contributors will have to use the Apple
Macintosh TM computers at the Union, or
wherever else they can be found.
While this may not be as easy as
pulling out a typewriter and writing in
your kitchen, it is our hope that no one
will be dissuaded by the new technology.
In addition, writing on a computer
makes it very easy for someone doing a
story to make changes, insert things,
and correct mistakes.
Anyone wishing to have a crash course
in using the RG discs and software need
only drop by the office at 408 Hutchins
Hall or call 763-0333 to arrange a time
when we can meet.

NORD
BAR
REVIEW
COURSE

lhe Bar Exam
Professionals
Since 1955

Mr. Nord will be here to conduct an
information table:

DATE
TIME

__
_

Th ur_s_d_a_y , _ S_ e_ p_t._1_ 1

__ ______ __ __ _

__
_
_

_____
_

1 0:00 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.

-------

PLACE

i e oo _
o_ �t
_ o
_ s
_ _ d_ _ R_ _ m
1 o

__ __

__

____ _

_____ ___
_
__ _

_
__

AITENTION FRESHMEN-SENIORS PICK (JP
EVIDENCE
YO(JR FREE O(JTLINE OF
Nord Bar Review Courses are available for:
AJabama
Illinois

Arizona
Kentucky

Michigan
Pennsylvania

California
JV\aryland

Nevada

Tennessee

Florida

Georgia

JV\assachusetts

New Jersey

Ohio

General and Multistate Courses

Multistate Professional Responsibility Course

Fre e copy of Feb., 1986 M ichigan Bar Exam includ ing Mo del A nswers

he

was
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SCHOTTENSTEIN, ZOX & DUNN

-

H�hes, Hubbard &Reed

of Columbus, Ohio
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Friday, October 3
Schottcnstcin, Zox & Dunn is a 60 attorney (including J 986
class a\-..·aiting bar results) Jaw firm with a broad based
practice. \Ve are �eeking summer and permanent associates
for tax, health ln.w, real estate. corporate securiti�s. litigation
and laho A n:cruiting brochure is on lilc in the Placement
Office.

of New York, New York
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, September 29
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

·.

Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Of{ire on
September 12.
·

Students· inten 1ew request. canis are due in t.he PlncP.ment Office on
Se ptember 12.

TESTA, HURWITZ & THIBEAULT
ofBoston, Massachusetts

Hutcheson &Grundy
Of Houston, Texas
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 2
for positions with the firm during the summer, 1987
Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

ALLEN, MATKINS, LECK, GAMBLE &
MALLORY
of Los Angeles and Irvine, California
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Friday, October 3
Our firm consists of 58 attorneys and specializes in
commercial litigation, real estate, corporate and tax law. Our
firm is one of the most successful law firms in the country and
our clients include many of the largest businesses in
California.

will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Wednesday, October 29
Testa, Hurwitz & Thibeault of Boston, Massachusetts will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on
Wednesday, October 29 for summer 1987 and September 1987
positions. We are a full service firm with a particular
emphasis o n high technology, venture capital and securities
work.
Students' interview request. cards are due in the Placement Office on

October 10.

Thompson &Mitchell
of St. Louis, Missouri
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, September 30
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12.

St.udents' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12.

Finley, Kumble, Wagner, Heine,
Underberg, Manley, Myerson & Casey
Of New York, New York
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 1
for positions with the firm during the summer, 1987
Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

Dickinson, Wright, Moon,
VanDusen &Freeman
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 1
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12.
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SQUIRE, SANDERS & DE:MPSEY
\Vith Offices In Bt·ussels, Cleveland, Columbus, �Iiami, New
York, Phoenix and Washington
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing second and
third year students on

Friday, October 10, 1986 for positions in its Washington
OfficeThursday, October 2, 1986 for its Columbus and
Phoenix Offices, and Monday and Tuesday, October 6
and 7 for its Cleveland Office

Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer &Feld
0( Dallas, Texas
Is pleased to announce that it will be interl'wwing Lnterested
2nd and 3rd year students on
Monday, September 29
for positions with the firm during the summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

Sherman &Howard

BELL, BOYD &LLOYD

Of Denver, Colorado

Of Chicago, Illinois

Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing all
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, September 29

September 29 & 30

(or positions with the firm during the summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

Clausen, Miller, Gorman, Caffrey &
Witous, P.C.
Of Chicago, fllinois
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on
Monday, September 29
for positions with the firm.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the PlacC'ment Office on
September 12.

Dow, Lohnes &Albertson
Of Washington D.C.
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on
Thursday, October 2
(or positions with the firm during the summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

WATSON, ESS, MARSHALL & ENGGAS
of Kansas City, Missouri and Olathe, Kansas
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Wednesday, October 1
Our firm consists of79 attorneys practicing in the fields of
Banking, Commercial Law & Bankruptcy, Labor and
Employment, International Trade/Agribusiness, Securities,
Business Tax, Real Estate, and Business Organizations.
Sludents' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12.

SMITH, MORGAN & RYAN
Of-Indianapolis, Indiana
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Tuesday, September 30
Students" interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

1!\.e.s <&.esta.e
Sidley &Austin
Of Chicago, Illinois
Sidley & Austin's Chicago and Washington, D.C. offices are
pleased to announce that they will be interviewing all
interested 2nd and 3rd year students for summer associate and
permanent positions with the firm for 1987 on:
September 29 & 30, 1986

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

Shaw, Pi� Potts &Trowbridge
Of Washington, D.C.
is pleased to annonce that it will be interviewing interested 2nd
and 3rd year students on Tuesday, September 30 for positions
in our 1987 Summer Associate Program and full-time
positions beginning Fall, 1987. The firm's five leading areas of
practice are: general business (including real estate, tax
securities, corporate); administrative I regulatory (including
nuclear energy and environmental); litigation; banking and
government contracts.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

LATE SIGN-UP PROCEDURE
If you miss a deadline, you may still be able

to sign-up

for an interview after the

::.ign-up shee� becaomes available. Check the list of names attached to the sign-up
sheet. lf the list indicates slots available:
1. print your name on the list

2. sign up for an interview time
3. fill out a late request sheet attached to the sign-up sheet and put it. in the late
request box (210 HH).

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Katten, Muchin, Zavis, Pearl, Greenberger
&Galler
Of Chicago, IUim:>is
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on
Wednesday, September 24, 1986
Information about the Firm may be obtained in the Placement
Offu:e or by calling Kathleen Thompson at (1-800-346-7400)
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Of{i.ce on
September 12
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cooley, Godward, Castro, Huddleson &
Tatum
0{ San Francisco, California
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

VARNUM, RIDDERING, SCHMIDT &
HOWLETT
of Grand Rapids , Michigan
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

September 29, 30
for positions with the firm during the summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
September 12

You are Cordially Invited to a Cocktail Reception and
Slide Presentation on Lifestyle and Practice
Opportunities in
PUtsburgh

Wednesday, September 24
Our firm brochure is available for your review in the
Placement Office.

Linde, Thomson, Fairchild, Langworthy,
Kohn &Van Dyke, P.C.
Of

Kansas City, Missouri

Tuesday, September 16, 1986
7:00 to 8:30p.m.

will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

The Lawyers Club, Main Lounge

No interview cards will be required for these interviews.
Simply sign up at the placement office at anytime prior to
September 19th.

Buchanan,Ingersoll P.C.
Kirkpatrick & Lockhart
Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay

Friday, September 19
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WILLIAN, BRINKS, OLDS HOFER,

GILSON &LIONE LTD

Kenyon &Kenyon
Of New York, New York and Washington D.C.

Of Chicago, Illinois
will be intervie·wing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 198 7 postitions on

Fr.iday,September 26
The firm seeks associates and summer clerks who hm·e an
undergraduate degree i n technical fields such as mechanical,
electrical, chemical or life sciences, and who are interested i n
participating i n major intellectual property li tigati on i n the
federal courts or in obtaining patent rights. Additionally, for
the trademark practice, we seek applicants who have liberal
arts or business degrees and have an interest i n marketing.

LIDDELL, SAPP & ZIVLEY
of Houston, Texas
wiJI be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Fiiday, September 26
Liddell, Sapp & Zivley of Houston, Dallas and Austin, Texas
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students o n Friday,
September 26. We are seeking to interview potential summer
and permanent associates for all areas of our commercial,
corporate and litigation practice.

will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer and permanent positions on
Thursday, September 25
The firm specializes tn intellectual proper·ty law and is one of
the lcrgest [irm.c; nf it� kind i , he counlr_\. Candidates with
undergraduate or aduanced degrees in cnginc:.ecring or the
sctc.nccs are sought.
Students' intert'iew requc:>t cards are due in the Placement

Office im 'Tlerfiately

Dechert, Price &Rhoads
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd
year students interested in its Philadelphia, New York, and
Washington, D.C., offices on
Wednesday, September 24
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

Gardner, Carton &Douglas
Evans, Kitchel &Janckes, P.C.
Of

Phoenix, Arizona

Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on
Wednesday, September 24
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

The First National Bank of Chicago, Law
Department
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on
September 25 & 26

for summer and permanent positions for

Of Chicago, Illinois
will be interviewjng all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 postitions on

Friday,September 26
Our firm consists of 150 attorneys and has offices in
Washington D.C., Dallas, Denver and Libertyville, illinois.
Timothy P. Callahan, Linda A. Placke, Sheila A. Sundvall,
Gregory J. Simon, Robert G. Branca, Jr. and Laura
Lagomarsino clerked with us either this summer or last
summer.

Memel, Jacobs, &Ellsworth
Of Los Angeles, California
Is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd
year students on
September 25 & 26

1987
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Students Feel Cheated by Professor 's Decision
from pagr orw

Krier added that Smc"s decision is "a lo:.s

towards Sax for his decision among the
faculty here. Professor Lee Bollinger
said, ''Nobody begrudges Joe his decison
to move to Berkeley, to make a fresh st:lrt.

Joe has been one of the ccntrnl ligures in
making the Law School whnt it is today,
and everybody is gratt>ful."
Professor Jim Krier, who teaches a
course in environmental law, echoed
Bollinger's remarks, calling Sax "'one
of our most esteemed faculty members."

for me because he is one of thf' p('oplc
around here who shares my immediate
mtcrests."'
Krier admiLtcd that Sax's departure
for Boalt Hall, when coupled wi th Dean
Snndalow's resignation, might look bad
to outsiders.
everybody

"'It's n business whore

is

always

looking

at

appearances. This co-incidence .. and
I'm using that word in the technical
sense of two events happenjng nt once ..

I'm sure will create an opportunity for

Garver

people who like to gab and gossip to do

Planning from Professor Babcock and

just that: However, Krier was confident

Public

that the simultaneous announcements by

Wilkinson, both visitors. He counted on

decided

to

Lands

take

from

Land

Professor

Sax and Sandalow would not unduly

taking Sax's Public Lands seminar this

damage the law school's reputation.

term and Wat.er Law next term. When

Envit'Onmental

Jaw

practitioners

ho returned to Ann Arbor this fall,

were surprised by Sax's decision. John

Garver found that

Dernbach, co-author of the Dernbach and

from the seminar because he took Public

Singleton text used for Case Club and

Lnnds the semester before. This
disnppointment was followed a week

currently

an

Pennsylvania

attorney

with

Department

of

the
Envi·

ronmental Resources, said, "'Jt is a loss
for Michigan and a gain for Berkeley.
Sax's presence has attracted or helped
attract a lot of students to �lichigan. He
has had a profound influence on n lot of
people, mcluding me."
Wtll Irwin, a graduate of this law

he had to rusenroll

later by the news of Sax's immjnent
deporturc. "I wonder why we found out
about this on

such

short notice.

lil.tle off guard."
Kevin

Mills,

chahperson o f the

Environmental Law

Society, said that

for h1m, '"Sruc being h('re certainly made

school and currently an administrative

it more attractive to come here." Unlike
Gnn·er, Mills was able to take the Pubhc

Appeals, thought that S.'\Xs departure was

Lands seminor th1s semester. He is,

··good for him and not so good for Ann

however, disnppointed thnt he \\ill not be

Arbor."' ln•:in said, "Sax J;ave me and a

tb e to !.tkc Water Law !'rom S.u.

range

vision

about using

the

le6al

system to work in harmony \\lth en'l-i·
ronmental systems."

penking

on

behalf

of

We'd

like

to

Administration

encournge

the

to replace Sax

with

Irwi n was equally surprised by news

another environmental lnw professor to
k€'cp 1t n strong program. A lot of us came

and Sandalow "two killers." He felt,

to �hchll;·ln in rehnnce on the strong

howc\·er, that even if SnndnlO\\ were to

environmental

join Sax in leaving �lichigun, the law

1\hlls chnllenged the Admmtstration to

school

seek ou� professors in cl'rt.nin disciphnes
thnt the lnw school is wenk in, instead of

would

"not

come

crumbling

so than any other group,

students at

the law

disappointed by the

school

seE>mcd

news of Sax's

departure. Geoff Garver, a third-year
student

and

a Note Editor of the

�lichigan Law Review, said that he was

law

program

here."

hiring th(' "'best avmlnble professor," no
mntt<•r how obscure hts or her field of
study. "We feel

thu� discipline is

profe>�sors."
All

for

next

�oemester,

the

to getsorneoneto lllke over Professor Sax's

environmental

law

clime

and

because they had Joe Sax." Garver,

\Vntl.'r Ln w and

however, will have to leave 1\lichigan

course11.

\\i•hout having taken Sax.

wht•lher th('y felt they would be successful

They

Environmental Lnw
gnve

no

Indication

in their :.enrch.

of Washington, D.C.
is pleased to announce that it will be interuiewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Friday, September 26

Wednesday, September 24
for positions with the firm dwi.ng summer , 1987

the

Admmistration smd th.\t they are trying

Rogers &Wells

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing all interested
2nd and 3rd year students

n

h•gitimntc criterion 1n thl' si.'lection of

attracted to Michigan "because they had

With Sax on sabbatical last yenr,

Of Chicago, lllinois

the

En\1ronmental Law Soc ety, :\hlls said,

of Sandalow's resigna•ion, calling Sax

down."
More

Baker &McKenzie

I

obviously hod no clue and was caught a

judge w1th the Interior Board of Land

whole generation of students a long·

Some ol tbe new pl.noee In 11hop nnd oot in AnnAt-bor.

Use

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

Michae� Best &Friedrich
ofMilwaukee, Wisconsin
is pleased to announce that it will be interuiewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, September 25
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987
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Success and the Second-Year: Room 200 Tips
By Linda Kim

"Psyche yourself up for 20 minutes of
exhibition." Advice in a nutshell, from
one who knows, on how to survive an on
campus interview with one of the more
than 650 law firms whose recruiters will
soon be invacting the halls of Hutchins.
Three Michigan grads, all currently
working as associates in law firms, were
on hand last Friday to give their advice to
second and third years on how to play the
interviewing game.
The first problem in interviewing is
figuring out what firms you'd like to talk
\vith. Patrick Lamb, fifth-year associate
at Katten, Muchin, Zavis, Pearl,
Greenberger & Galler, sajd there are
several factors t<> consider in determirung
thls. These include areas of interest, size
of firm, and geographical location.
"You also need to identify the type of
personality you want in your firm," he
explained.
Who runs the firm, for
instance, is important--the "youthful
versus geriatric" factor. You need to
consider whether the firm takes a
gentlemanly, old-boy approach to
soliciting clients, or whether it
aggressively seeks them.
A firm's environment is also
important. "Is there a loose or formal
atmosphere?" he asked. "lt makes a
difference in what kind of person i s
attracted to the firm and the work
atmosphere."
The firm's political
connections may also be relevant to one's
decision to interview there, he added.
One of the biggest mistakes law
students make in choosing where to
interview is to choose firms according to

their perceived status and prestige, Lamb
srud. "Don't be swayed by the name of the
firm or the firm publicity because that
might not mean anything," he cautioned.
"You need to go beyond that." Lamb sug
gested talking to other people who have
worked at a firm in previous years.
Once you decide on a firm and
schedule an interview, you need to do your
homework. "Read everythlng you can get
your hands on about the firm," Lamb said.
This includes the firm resume in the
placement office and any newspaper or
magazine articles you can find about the
firm.
When you're makjng your way to the
actual interview, there are several things
to keep in mind. "The most important
thing is your presence in the interview,"
Lamb said. If you can control the meeting
it shows that you'll be able to handle
matters such as client meetings, and
"you'll be nine-tenths on your way to a
callback."
"You also need to demonstrate your
ability to commurucate," Lamb explained,
noting that trus is the most important skill
an attorney needs to have, both orally and
in writing.
Finally, Lamb srud you need to show A
high level of energy throughout the
interview. "Some people arc naturnlly
l e thargic, and are relaxed in an
interview. That says something to me,"
he said. "We're looking for high energy
people."
Questions to be answered and asked at
interviews were discussed by Andy
Bressler, a 1984 graduate of Michigan
also ofKatten, Mucrun.

On the subject of grades, Bressler said
it is best not to avoid the issue even if your
transcript isn't stellar. "A lot of firms
tend to base their first impression on
grades," she said. "Be strajghtforward
and don't be defensive--how you handle
[the question] is important." Rather than
making excuses for bad grades, you
should sell yourself by stressing other
things such as past experience, confidence
and poise.
Another touchy issue that might come
up is why you didn't get an offer from your
previous firm, Bressler srud. Her advice
here is to go back to an ally at the firm and
ask if he or she can be used as a reference.
Then when the interviewer asks, you can
explain that there is someone at the firm
who can discuss the type of work you were
capable of.
It is important to ask questions of the
interviewer, Bressler srud. "You have to
be enthusiastic--you should want to know
as much as you can about this job." If you
don't ask questions, it might show that you
either aren't really interested in the firm
or that you don't really know what you
want to do, she added.
"Don't settle for generic answers
either," Bressler said. "Press a little." It
is better to ask specific questions and get.
specific answers than to ask the canned,
general ones such as whether or not tho
firm does pro bono work.

Topics you might want to cover
include the firm's organization, future
growth, turnover rate of associates, the
amount of responsibility associates get,
hours worked, trrurung and evaluations.
The next step in the interviewing

process, the Oyback, brought about another
set of suggestions from the trurd panelist,
Kevin LaCroix, from Ross, Dixon &
Masback in D.C.
lie stressed that since you will be
meeting a number of attorneys in the
course of your visit, certain questions can
be di rected at specific types of attorneys.
For example, questions to ask junior
associatos include the type of work they're
doing, their level of involvement,
responsibility and client coritact, since
these are the people whose work will be
most similar to what you'll do when you
start work.
From senior associates you rrught be
interested in learning more about the
firm's partnership system and attorney
attrition rate, and check the ctifferences i n
responsibility from junior associates.
Finally, partners are helpful i n
explaining the history of the firm, i t s
future, and more general questions such
as the perceived role of associates jn the
firm and opportunities avrulable.
Before going on a flyback, LaCroix
said it is important to psyche yourself up:
"You have to impress every person y o u
If poRsible, he said to try not to
see.
Rchedule more than one flyback per day.
And when at the firm, he said, keep your
eyes open and see how people interact and
whnl the general atmosphere is like.
Even the l unch following t h e
interview can be important, LaCroix srud,
noting that the evaluations of those who ate
with you can be taken more seriously than
those who interviewed you earlier.
"Relax, be yourself, and talk about things
other than law," he suggested.

LS S S Kicks Reporter out ofMeeting
By John F1ynn

The Law School Student Senate
began its 1986-1987 term with an
i m press iv e display of ind iffe re n ce
with respect to accountabi li ty to the
Law Schoo l commun it y at large.
Approxim ate ly twenty minutes into
Senate
meet in g last Monday
the
night,
President
Reggie
Turner
a motion send i ng the
introduced
Senate
into
"executive
session,"
thereby closing the meeting to the
publ i c, par t icularl y the RG.
Mr.
Tu rner introduced the motion after
Bruce
Courtade
Vice-President
unsuccessful! y auempted to solicit
an
assurance from
the RG
that
whatever it was
he had on h is mind
would not app ear in print.
The
motion passed on a voice vote, with
t h i rd ye ar
representative
B rian
Peyton
registering
the
only
-

objection.
D u r ing
the
por t i on
of
the
meeting open to the publ ic
the
Senate
focused on the upcoming
of
budget
funds.
a l location
,

Treasurer

Gail

that budget
p.m.
on

Harris

forms are due at
September
I 2,

else . . . . p e r i o d . "

recopnized

announced

that

It
Ms.

is

Harris

5:00
"or

widely
has

one

of the most demanding jobs on the
Senate; c onsequently it comes as no
,

suprise
that
she
was
heard
to
respond to cnllCISm regarding her
accessibility
with
the
remar k : " !
have office hours and a phone
number.
What s the ir proble m?"
Ms
Harris was also careful to admonish
poten tial callers to "Be nice to my
ro omm at e s . "
Other top i cs
addressed at the
meeti ng
included a preliminary
report by President Turner on his
summer
t ri p
to
the
ABA-LSD
convention in New York C ity (taken
Mr. Turner
at his own e xpen se) .
sugested that there was a possib il ity
that affil iation with this group could
an external
source of
result in
fun d i n g
for
several
student
organizations.
Third-year rep Brian
Peyton pointed out that " the y also
have
some
wicked
bankruptcy
This notwrlllng compet itions .
'

"

withstar.din�. '-ir. Peyton reg istere d
objection to the "schmooze kind

an

lf its money, great.
of thing they do.
Just so long as we don't have to put
Further debate
up with their junk."
was postponed indefinitely.
to
old
business,
the
addressed the q uest ion of

Turning

Senate

Gail Harris
which student organizations should
independen t long
be provided with
d i stance service.
At present, the
-

only l on g di stance
line available
other than the one in the senate
office is located in th SFF office on
thseventh floor of Legal Research.
Generally. t he mcm bers expressed
concern that the Senate would be
stuck with the bill resulting from
unclaimed long-distance calls.
Prop-

Bruce Courtade

osals ranged from cu tting off aJl
long-distance lines (except t h e one
in the senate office), to providing
servie e to everyone.
Sen ator Peyton
likened
the
later
suggestion
to
"hanging a big sign that says flush

A v ote
some money down the toilet."
on the matter was postponed one
week, with the exception of the
phone in the RG, which was to be
t urned on imedi atcl y.
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Tenure Decision Demoralizes · Faculty, Students
from p3ge one

discussions were quite lengthy and,

Sandalow himself had no comment
to make on the Rosenzweig tenure
proceedings, due to their confidentiality.

However, Frye , who i s now aL Emory
University stated in the National Law
Journal story that Sandalow "did not
comment negatively" on

the

tenure

recommendation.
of

none

While
interviewed

wished

the

to

faculty

violate

the

confidentiahty of the tenure process and
many refused to comment at all, several

faculty members did voice concerns over
.
the tenure denial over the faculty
recommendation

by

the

central

administration.
One of the primary concerns for the

future is what the standard of review is
for faculty tenure recommendations.
According to

Reed, the Rosenzweig

tenure denial makes it appear that the

central administration feels it can reject
a law school faculty recommendation if
it merely disagrees with it.

"The question is if they merely

disagree should it be overturned or
they

should

overturn

a

faculty

recommendation only tf the judgment is

apparently egregious.

The

central

admin-istration feels the standard is if
they disagree they can simply reject it."
of

Some members
question

the

the ability of the

faculty
central

administration to review the decision of
che law school faculty. Kahn said, "You
had two people make this decision. One
is an economist and one is a zoologist."
Shapiro is an economist and F1·ye is a
zoologist.

This rejection of the faculty
judgment that Rosenzweig wns worthy of
tenure

is

disconcerting

members of the faculty.

to

many

Prof('ssor Yale

K.amisar commented, "You either have

confidence in the law school faculty's
judgement oor you don't.
admi nistration

does

If the central

not,

it

should

establish its ov.'ll tenure committee and
get into the process from the start. The

law faculty put. a tremendous amount of
time, energy and thought into this

matter.

The tenure committee did a

meticulous

job

and

the

faculty

may say so, of high quahty."

jj r

Knmisnr

questioned whether outside evaluations

Chicago or Boston have more consulting

opportunities.

In addition,

two career

couples seldom find that Ann Arbor

would be as candid in the future.

meets their needs.

ommendation had always assured a

members of the faculty that other law

Because a lnw school faculty rec

There is also

speculation by some

cnndid

and

evaluation of a

tenure candidates work is solicited from
people who are respected in a given
candidate's field.
"Until
asumed,

this
and

year
I

I

think

had
the

always
outside

evaluators had, too, that their letters
would be studied and analyzed closely by
the law faculty, but not by the central

administration"
expressed

Kamisar said.

doubt

administration

that

the

central

could evaluate

letters accurately.

those

Ka.misar also stated

that until this year he, and many of his

colleagues, had assumed that once the
facult.y had made its recommendation 1.0

the central administration, "it was all

over.
It is believed that most Jaw schools of
Michigan's stature never have their
tenure recommendations rejected. The
uncertainty as to what is the standard of

review by the central administration has

led to confusion among junior faculty as
to what they must do to acquire a tenured
position.
According to Kahn,

"They

don't

know what hoop to jump through, and at
this point r don't know what hoop to toll
them to jump through."
Kahn

explained

that it wil1

be

particularly difficult to attract people in

Rosenzweig's area of teaching, corporate
finance. ''I've been here for twenty three
years. From the moment I arrived we've
been looking for someone to teach in the
corporate area.
shorthanded."

We've

always

been

Some of the reasons for the difficulty
in

recruiting

faculty

include

the

lucrative nature of private practice in
corporate finance as well as the relative
UP..tvailability of consult.ing positions in
the vicinity of Ann Arbor.

denial

against Michigan

Other law

schools which are located in New York,

when they

Kahn, "Part of the problem is that it

will

school." Kahn added that no one should
exaggerate the problems facing the law
school, but they should be addressed.

12. Petitions must
23,

be turned in by

n1ong

with a 100-word stacment that will be
published in the&s Gestae.

Bu4et Requests: Dudget Request forms
are now available at the LSSS office

(21 7 Hutchins). The forms are due on
September 12 at 5 p.m.

leaves, Kahn declared, "We'll just run
through a core of visitors. A pretty lousy
way to deal with it if you asked me."
Rosenzweig
Currently,

he i s

himself

teaching

whether he will teach Winter Term or
leave the law school at the end of the
semester.

addJtion, Sandalow said "I am, at etght
years, the senior Dean of all the major law
schools in the country."

nommations were acted upon tn the past.

"Students were nominating people like

When asked if he thought five year
terms were too long, Sandalow stated,

If

the Dean is to have the five year term

renewable, and if the Dean

way or another to get names of perspective

candidates. Ismel stated that not all of the

IS

to lea\'e at

the end or the first term, that decision has

Ralph Jl:ader. There was no indication at

all that these people were at all interested."'
The committee also places ads in

appropriate

publications and invites

possible outside candidates

much of his job

give a commitment until the committee

soon."

He explained that a t four years
as

Dean seemed new, but

that "after a few more years, everything

that you're doing you've done too many
times. Then the job begins to wear."
Sandalow also denied rumors that he
was leaving to take a job elsewhere.

He

stated that after a sabbatical, he had "no

exp�ctation other than to stay a member of
the faculty."

The process of picking a new Dean

will begin shortly. According to Israel, in

faculty.

Traditionally, no candidates

makes iLS nominations to the President
and Vice•president, because without that
nomination they cannot be considered.

The committee is required to choose at
least three candidates for the President
and Vice-president's consideration.

clothing

throughout

appreciation

to

Admin-istration

Manager Henrietta Slote, Dean Sue
Ecklund, Rich and Steve of the Hutchins
Hall Maintenance Staff, and the Mail

Shoppe, Inc.

lf

they find one of the nominees acceptable,
the candidate is then expected to say
whether or not he or she is interested i n
being Dean. I f the candidate i s interested,

the past the selection process has involved

tho President and the candidate discuss

of the University, probably through the

candidate is submitted to the Regents for

both students and faculty. The President
Vice-president for academic affairs, asks
the faculty to make nominations of faculty
and the Law School Student Senate to
make

nominations of students for a

hiring commiLtee.
nominations

than

There must be more
positions,

and

the

central administration then selects a
committee. At least one student serves on
the committee.
According 1.0 Israel, "there had also

been some talk in the past about ha' mg

let·ms.

If an agreement is reached the

approval.
Though
tradi tionally

the

Regents

accepted

have

the Presidents

nominee, they have the authority to request
more than one candidate nnd to overrule
the President's recommendation, though
this is rare.

None of the faculty interviewed was

willing to speculate on who wold be the

next Dean, although Israel did point out
that "one thing that has to be taken into
consideration is that the University has a
retirement age for Deans which is 65."

of Dallas, Texas

UCD also expresses its

come visit

the Jaw school a.nd talk with students and

JOHNSON & SWANSON

Michigan.

to

to be made after four years. That is a little

of the Used Clothig Ddve (UCD), held

distributes

Fall

It is unknown at this time

TIIANKS FROM UCD. The orgMizers

More than a

his

no

have polled the students and faculty in one

from page one

At this point the committees in the past

to thank the many donors who made the

had

Succes sor still Unnamed

He

thousand pounds of clothing were
donated to The Salvation Army, which

September

the

classes.

to be

Hutchins Hall) beginning September

pick up petitions at the LSSS office (21 7

in

have an effect on the morale of the law

encouraged

sucess of UCD possible.

Students

gap

were

critical. An outside

interested in running for the LSSS can

10.

the

comment to make o n the tenure denial.

last semester during exams, would like

October

fill

compete for junior faculty. According to

outside evaluations of a professors work

senators from the first-yenr class on
Thursday,

would

schools may use the Rosenzweig tenure

Notices
Student Senate will hold elections for

school

curriculum when Professor Rosenzweig

grant of tenure in the past, most of the

alumni involved."

First-year Elections: The Lnw School

When asked how he thought the law

wil l be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer 1987 positions on

Wednesday, October 1, 1986
Our firm consists of 177 attorneys. Our clients include Hunt
Oil, InterFirst Bank, CadiUac Fairview and Lincoln
Properties.
are due in
September 12.

Students interview request card

the Placement Office by
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Feature
No Bugs in New Version of The Fly
By Jim Komie

leleport himself. Unfortunately, a Oy

Jeff Goldblum looks more like a

sneaks into the teleportation machine

Uznrd than he does a fly, and his co-star,

with him, and the machine, not made to

Geenn Davis, looks more like a cocker

transport two objects at once,

spaniel than a hot-shot freelancer for

confused and melds the scientist and the

science magazines. These slight defects
, however, do not keepThe Fly from being

fly into one creature.

The new movie takes this plot and

a very good movie.
The original version of The Fly is a

turns it into a love story, and, somehow, it
works. Directed by David Cronenberg

typical, late-night horror nick from the

Fifties

·-

(who made his name by blowing up

not very interesting unless you

peoples heads in Scanners

are drunk,
trying to study for your
Trusts and Estates final, or both. The
bnsic

gets

), The

F1y

naturally has its share of gross special
effects. Cr·onenberg treats us to the sight
of on inside-out baboon, and he doesn't

plot is this. A bright, young

scientist discovers a way to teleport (as in

spare the gore as Jeff Goldblum's face

"Beam me up, Scottie") objects from one

gradually falls

point to another. One night, he decides to

apart in

his trans

formation into the fly. Special effects,

however,
important

olher

Cuiublum is fuscinnt"d by the process,

elements of the movie, like

nntl can even be funny. He dubs himself

do

not

overwhelm

"Drundolny" and bet.<ins the "Brundel

dialog and acting.
Jeff Goldblum

is

probably best

known for his part in The Big Chill,
where he played the randy reporter for
People magazine. Geena Davis is one of
those performers that you recognize, but
you're not quite sure where from. She
had a small part in Tootsie, and even had
her own television show for a while(
Sara?). Both Goldblum nnd Davis are
very good, especially Goldblum, whose
goofy affability is perfect for the part. He
makes the scientist, Seth Brundel, into
someone that you really like, even after
his body turns into a grotesque mess.
The best

thing about The Fly,

however, is Ute script. Instead of r·encting
in horror to what is happening to him,

CROSSWORD

Museum of Natural History," which is a
collection of all of his bodyparts that
have fallen ofT that he keeps stored in his
med1cine cabinet.. The only thing that
makes him sad is the effect his malady
has on Davis, a reporter who has fallen
in love with him. lt is a tribute to the
actors nnd the script that you can actually
understand

why

Davis

still

loves

Goldblum even after he he has begun to
decay.
Though 1t is at times gross, people
who dislike sick specinl effects should
not rule out The Fly. And for those who
loved movie like Poltergeist, The Fly is a
movie you can go to without feeling like a
thirteen year-old.
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Law In The Raw

By Lionel Glancy
waitresses not be topless, so the Doughboy waitresses

HOT DOUGHNUTS

started donning "see-through blouses."

"Bare breasts mny hove been boffo for business,

they have also gotten

a

trouble."
Last February Jerry

Florida

doughnut

Gallagher

but

shop into

opened Doughboy

Donuts a t a mall in West Palm Beach, Fla. and
"business was extremely slow." Mr. Gallagher went
from 40 customers a day to 400 a day by having his
wnitresses go totally topless.
The lawyer for the mall owners claims that Mr.

Gallngher breached his contract by not havi ng
"conventional type of doughnut
in their agreement."

The mall owners asked a local judge for an
injunction to put the wraps on the doughnut shop.
it

did not prove his case.
Mr. Gallagher's waitresses sine£' hnve returned to
topless because the sheer blouses sheared

off business.

Mr. Gallagher has nlso turned his doughnut shop,
where a cup of coffee and doughnut arl' served for a
dollar each, into a private club with 25 cents as
membership dues.

The National Law Journal , August 4, 1986

best that the

DOES CRIME PAY?
Paul Edward Hood Jr. has been sentenced to 40
years - six years and eight months in jail for each of
six bottles of men's cologne he ripped ofT from from a
Fort Worth, Texas

department store.

Mr. Hood's

reputation stank and with 13 prior convictions he got
nailed under the Texas habitual-offender law.
The National Law Journal , July 21, 1986

Contributions to Law in the Raw will be generously

n

shop" as stipulated

After that Mr. Gallagher thought

Thejudge denied the injunction because the landlord

accepted.

Q UOTABLE PROF
"There are some lawyers to

whom I wouldn't

recommend my dog os a client."
Judge Gilmore

August 30, 1986

in Professional R<>sponsibility

Just drop them ofT i n my Pendaflex, the

RC's Pendaflex on the third floor, or at the RG's office
on the fourth floor.

Credit will be appropriately

mentioned for contributions.

